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A bold, inspiring message for little graduates of today with a heartening homage 
to female trailblazers of the past from beloved creator Joyce Wan!

Dream your dreams with your eyes wide open and make them come true. 
Dream big, little one, there’s nothing you can’t do.

In this dreamy oversized board book, little ones will find the courage and 
strength to achieve anything they want -- all by dreaming big! With inspiring 

illustrations of female trailblazers and icons of history and simple, hopeful text, 
Joyce Wan creates a moving send-off for graduates of all ages. Included in the 
back is a simple guide to some of the bold dreamers who came before us who 

followed their dreams . . . and changed the world. 

Guide created by 
Debbie Gonzales, MFA
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Pre-Reading Discussion

Consider the front cover of the book:
• Describe the scene depicted in the illustration.
• Explain why the character is holding a flag while standing on top 

of a mountain. 
• Predict how the character feels. Identify clues in the illustration 

that reveal the character’s emotions.
• The title of the book is Dream Big. Explore the meaning of the 

word “dream”.  Make a connection between the definition and 
personal experiences. Describe a dream you’ve once had.

• Consider how a person might dream in a big way. What would a big dream look like?
• Predict what you think this story is going to be about. 

Meet author/illustrator Joyce Wan:
• As an author, Joyce wrote all of all the words in Dream Big. 

As an illustrator, Joyce created all of the images featured in the 
book. Consider the connection between being both the writer and 
illustrator of a book.  What do you think the experience might be 
like?

• Joyce entered a greeting card contest when she was a first grader 
and won! Imagine what that experience must have been like. 
Determine how winning the contest has served to prepare Joyce to 
become an award-winning author/illustrator.

• On her website, Joyce says that she considers herself to be a “night 
owl”, which means she likes to work in the middle of the night. How about you? What 
time of day do you feel most creative? Why is this so?

• Learn more about Joyce and enjoy looking at ther artork by accessing her website at 
www.wanart.com. 

Joyce’s winning greeting card design
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Post-Reading Discussion

Analyze the creative connection between being an author and an illustrator by considering 
the statements below. Encourage students to continue the exploration by completing the 

activities included in this Discussion/Activity Guide.

The word big means great, large, and important.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

meaning of the word big and the artistic way she represented the word. 
• Predict how the character gazing up at the building relates to the notion of dreaming big. 

The word high means rise, soaring, and uplifted.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word high and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character flying in the airplane relates to the notion of dreaming high. 

The word brave means courageous, strong, and heroic.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word brave and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character walking through a woods in the dark of night relates to the 

notion of dreaming brave dreams. 

The word far means a long way, distant, and far away.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word far and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character orbiting through space relates to the notion of dreaming far. 

The word wide means a vast, universal, and expansive.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word wide and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character writing on a table while being surrounded by books relates to 

the notion of dreaming wide. 

The word wild means untamed, natural, and ferocious.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word wild and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character embracing little monkeys relates to the notion of dreaming wild 

dreams. 

https://guidesbydeb.com/
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The word fast means speedy, active, and quick.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word fast and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character running around a track relates to the notion of dreaming fast. 

The word deep means under the sea or the ocean.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word deep and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character wearing a snorkel relates to the notion of dreaming deep. 

The word vibrant means lively, colorful, and dynamic.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word vibrant and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character painting a picture relates to the notion of dreaming deep. 

The word kind means generous, good, and thoughtful.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word kind and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character speaking into a megaphone relates to the notion of dreaming 

kind. 

The word steep means high, lofty, and elevated.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word steep and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character climbing a snowly hill relates to the notion of dreaming steep. 

The word bold means brave, gutsy, and unafraid.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word bold and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character seated on a public transit bus relates to the notion of dreaming 

bold dreams. 

The word probabilities means a promise, likeliness, and anticipation.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word probabilities and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character writing mathematical equations on a board relates to the notion 

of dreaming probabilities. 
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The word impossibilities means inconceivable, hopeless, and unthinkable.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word impossibilities and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character wearing a lab coat standing beside a huge machine relates to 

the notion of dreaming impossibilities. 

The word powerful means strong, effective, and dynamic.
• Consider Joyce Wan’s choice of color and letter shape (font). Make a connection with the 

definition of the word powerful and the artistic way she represented the word.
• Predict how the character speaking to a large crowd relates to the notion of dreaming 

powerful dreams. 

Observe the illustration featuring characters operating vehicles such as airplanes, boats, a 
bicycle, and a train. Notice the characters looking out of high-rise windows, as well as on 

top of a mountain. Make a connection between the words discussed and the roles represented 
in this illustration. Instruct students to point out the activities that most interest interest them. 

Encourage them to begin dreaming of the influencial life that they would like to lead.  

https://guidesbydeb.com/
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Fun Facts Cards

Objective: To make a connection between the illustrations and the 
story in which they appear.

Materials: 
• Dream Big, the book
• Fun Fact Cards (Guide, pgs. 8-10)
• Cardstock
• A circular binder clip
• Scissors
• A hole punch
• Lamination (optional)

Procedure: 
• Print Fun Fact Cards on cardstock. 
• Use scissors to trim around the borders of the Fun Fact Cards.
• Laminate the Fun Fact Cards.
• Using the black circle printed on each card as a guide, punch a 

hole in a corner of each card. 
• Create a booklet with the cards by stacking them together. Secure 

the booklet cards together with the circular binder clip.
• Using the Fun Fact Cards booklet as reference, associate each 

illustration with each woman’s photograph.

https://guidesbydeb.com/
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Power Word Booklet

Objective: Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.

Materials: 
• Dream Big, the book
• Power Word Booklet (Guide, pgs. 12-15)
• Cardstock
• Stapler
• Scissors
• Markers

Procedure: 
• Print Power Word Booklet pages.
• Use scissors to trim around the borders of the booklet pages.
• Use markers to trace over the letters of each page of the booklet. 

Encourage students to choose vibrant, energetic colors that represent 
their interpretation of the word. 

• Use markers to create an illustration representing the meaning of  
each word. 

• Create a Power Word Booklet by stapling completed booklet pages 
together.

• Look through Dream Big to locate each of the words in the booklet. 
Instruct students to assume the roles of both and author and an 
illustrator, by making a connection between the illustrations in the 
book and the child’s interpretation of the definition of the power 
words in their booklet.

https://guidesbydeb.com/
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A Narrative of Powerful You! 

Objective: Use a combination of drawing and writing to narrate a single event.

Materials: 
• Dream Big, the book
• Power Word Booklet (Guide, pgs. 12-15)
• You! Graphic Organizer (Guide, pg. 17)
• Pencil
• Markers

Procedure: 
• Determine the definitions of the “power words” used in Dream Big. Encourage students to 

choose a word that they identify with.
• Print a copy of the You! Graphic Organizer. Instruct student to write their chosen power word 

in the space provided.
• Direct student to write a brief narrative describing a time that they identified with the energy of 

their chosen word – in a fictional or non-fictional way.
• Instruct student to illustrate their work and share it with the class. 

Label with your 
Power Word

Illustrate 
narrative

Write narrative 
here
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You!

Your Power Word
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Common Core State Standards Alignment
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